ARCS 5106: Adaptive Archipelagos: Great Lakes Futures
Instructor: Ozayr Saloojee
Studio Times: MW 1:30-6:30; F 2-4 (by appointment)
Option Studio 2: March 2nd – April 16th, 2018
Location: Northeast Studio

Montreal with a 2/3 global ice-sheet melt(approximately 44 meters)
Imaging by Spatialities.com

Truly landlocked people know they are. Know the occasional Bitter Creek or Powder River that runs
through Wyoming; that the large tidy Salt Lake of Utah is all they have of the sea and that they must
content themselves with bank, shore, beach because they cannot claim a coast. And having none,
seldom dream of flight. But the people living in the Great Lakes region are confused by their place on the
country's edge - an edge that is border but not coast. They seem to be able to live a long time believing,
as coastal people do, that they are at the frontier where final exit and total escape are the only journeys
left. But those five Great Lakes which the St. Lawrence feeds with memories of the sea are themselves
landlocked, in spite of the wandering river that connects them to the Atlantic.
-Toni Morrison
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INTRODUCTION
Canada is, and always has been, a technological project.1
Pierre Francis de Marigny Berton, one of Canada’s most prolific authors, attributed the realizing of the
“Canadian Dream” to the Canadian National railway and its linking of coast to coast. He wrote in his
Book The National Dream that it would soon link “the lonely prairie between these human enclaves,”
where “the nomadic and warlike Indian bands roam freely.”2 Whether the broadcasting stations of CFCF
(Montreal) in the early twentieth century (one of the earliest broadcasting stations in North America), the
establishment of Trans Canada Airlines in the 1930s, the development of the TransCanada highway or
the Alcan Highway, the establishment of nuclear reactors, infrastructures for extraction empires for
metals, minerals and chemicals, creeping and crawling pipelines and oil-fields, Canada has never shied
away from the technological transforming and transformation of its environments. Regarding one of
Canada’s (and the US’s) most significant joint projects – the construction of the St. Lawrence River
Seaway and Power Project – the writer Lowell Thomas noted in his book, The Story of the St. Lawrence
River Seaway, that
It has taken 15,000 men to perform the labor, the basic digging, dredging,
hauling and building that ended with the taming of the St. Lawrence River. They
have used hundreds of machines worth sixty million dollars, including in round
numbers 500 heavy trucks, 250 bulldozers, 150 of the biggest shovels and
draglines, and 15 dredges. They have excavated 200,000,000 cubic yards of
earth and rock, and impacted 10,000,000 cubic yards in the form of dikes,
around 20 miles of them, some more than 50 feet high. They have built dozens
of cofferdams… they have cut channels, removed islands, filled in points of
access ,laid down roads, set up bridges, [and] relocated everything, from poles
to towns.3
While debatable that our National Dream (whatever that might now be – sunny ways and all) has been
realized, we remain a technological nation. Our infrastructures of commerce, of exchange, of markets and
capital, of civic progress and urban growth rely on what have become essential technologies – some
visible, others invisible that have fundamentally transformed our landscapes and our waterscapes.
THE NEW NORMAL
The Department of Homeland Security in the United States identified water as one of the primary threats
to National Security – citing the primacy of the Great Lakes as a desired ground zero for environmental
refugees in the case of anticipated water crises, including aquifer exhaustion, watershed destruction,
environmental pollution. Steady erasures of ecological and environmental accountability protections
(more apparent in recent news from the US and EPA head Scott Pruitt’s declarations – despite “official”
government documents – but also from the Canadian government) subject our lakes, rivers and liquid
landscapes to increasing and disastrous stressors – many of which are initiated, formed and deployed by
human hands. We can look both far and near to see evidence of this. First Nations and indigenous
communities are still under do-not-drink or boil-water advisories. Cape Town4 is rationing its water
supplies; families are subject to daily water-quotas and one-flush-a-day toilet rules. On the one hand, we
have exhaustion, and on the other, inundation. The other dimension of this paucity is plenty – but not in
the positive: catastrophic storms, disastrous rain events, global warming, climate change – all wrought, in
larger part, by the excesses of our technologies.

Graham Wynne, quoted in Daniel MacFarlane. Negotiating a River: Canada, the US and the Creation of the St.
Lawrence Seaway (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2014), xiii.
2 Pierre Berton. The National Dream: The Great Railway 1871-1881 (Toronto: Anchor Canada, 2001), 3.
3 Lowell J. Thomas. The Story of the St. Lawrence River Seaway. (Buffalo: Stewart Press, 1957), 13.
4 See Rosa Lyster’s essay in the New Yorker, “Counting down to Day Zero in Cape Town,”
https://www.newyorker.com/tech/elements/counting-down-to-day-zero-in-cape-town
1
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The International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) notes that 70% of coastlines worldwide are projected
to experience sea level change, and it is very likely that over 95% of the ocean will rise,5 although many
experts feel that sea level rise will likely exceed IPCC projections. Global warming indicators mean that
extreme weather events will become more intense and more frequent; contending with rising sea levels is
not the only challenge, but also extreme rain, extreme snow, already saturated grounds. In May 2017,
then Montreal Mayor Denis Coderre, declared a state of emergency when persistent rainfall caused the
failure of three dikes in the Pierrefonds-Roxboro borough. Île-Bizard and Île-Mercier had also been
evacuated and parts of Montreal (like Ottawa-Gatineau at the time) were under water. This studio will
investigate and speculate on the spatial implications of excess through the design of an adaptive – and
hybrid – condition that doesn’t’ seek to ameliorate, but to be responsive to a changing landscape.

STUDIO PREMISE + FORMAT
This studio will engage the waterworks of a body (each student will work, for the first part of the studio, on
one of the Great Lakes: Superior, Michigan, Erie, Huron, Ontario) and, for the last part of the studio, on a
speculative and adaptive waterworks of those bodies. Students will explore the waterscape of these liquid
bodies through both their technical and experiential dimensions and the connotative and denotative
aspects of each: silt, particles, wetness, vapor, fullness, emptiness, bathymetry, inundated, soaked,
drizzle, viscous, lock, dam, trickle, watercourse, river. The formation (and formations) of the desert is
paired with the formation and morphologies of water: wind-blown, wind-swept, inundated, drizzle, soak,
dry, cracked, viscous, trickle, flood, muddy, river, lake, dredge. of the studio.

Part 1: (March 2-March 21): BODIES
(A) You will begin by representing critical and focused research of and about your assigned Great
Lake through a series of 5 maps and a conceptual model. What interests you about the
technological and infrastructural landscape and waterscape of this body of water? Consider its
history, geology, peopling and inhabitation. Consider its politics and its transformations – both
along its littoral edges and its urban (and non-urban) perimeters. You may consider your Great
Lakes maps at any point in time or history, or scale. Note that his is not merely representation or
imaging, but the active transformation and interpretation of information into the following
deliverables. Be inspired by shipping, dredging, naval and maritime maps: consider bathymetry,
shipping vectors, nautical marks and measure, soundings, etc.. Deliverables for this stage of the
project are:

5

https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/unfccc/cop19/3_gregory13sbsta.pdf
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1. 5 maps (printed on watercolour paper, standard size across the studio group, min: 18 x 24”). As
you develop your maps, ask the following questions: What does this map communicate? What
does it exclude or include? Does it have a particular frame or focus? Does it have a political
position? A legend? A north arrow? Does it have surveyor marks? Notational devices such as
latitude/longitude? Is time somehow referenced in these mappings? The premise of the studio is
change and transformation (consider the critical aspects of climate change). How does this notion
of transformation, change, adaptability inflect your mappings? Note the connectivity of your
bodies – they do NOT exist in isolation. How might this linking affect your mapping? The scale –
and content – of the map is open and can change. Maps, as James Corner, notes,
…present only one version of the earth’s surface, an eidetic fiction constructed from
factual observation. As both analogue and abstraction, then, the surface of the map
functions as an operating table, a staging ground or a theater of operations upon
which the mapper collects, combines, connects, marks, masks, relates…6
2. 1 carefully crafted technical-conceptual model of your Great Lake, that attempts to synthesize
some of the research from your mapping. Material is open.

Part 2 (March 21 – April 16): GREAT LAKES FUTURES
For this final stage of the studio, each student will develop an adaptive spatial intervention that engages
with the challenges of a climate change, sea level rise, or other change driver in the Great Lakes. Given
your selected research focuses from Project 1 and the associated, connotative and denotative
dimensions of the technical infrastructures of water, you are to propose, design and implement a critical
and hybrid architectural and spatial intervention along your selected site. Are you exploring a port future
for Toronto? Defensive urban strategies to avoid a subaqueous urban future? A sudden climate change
shift that requires the consideration of new dams, urban watercourses and urban oases? Does Chicago
float? What happens to the Erie Canal? What happens to the interface between the St. Lawrence and
shipping infrastructure? What are your new adaptive archipelagos?
Final requirements include the following (TBD in concert with each student)
•
•
•
•

1 Site Plan, 1 plan, 1 Critical Section (including bathymetry), 1 Critical Elevation (4 Sheets
Minimum). Show context as necessary.
3 Sheets of atmosphere drawings (think the connotative and denotative terms described for
Project 1: inundate, soak, etc…)
1 crafted final waterworks model that highlights your project in situ.
Any in-process work as required.

James Corner, “The Agency of Mapping: Speculation, Critique and Invention,” in The Landscape Imagination:
Collected Essays of James Corner 1990-2010, ed. James Corner et al. (New York: Princeton Architectural Press,
2014), 199.
6
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COURSE AND LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. To develop and refine critical and conceptual skills in advanced graphic representation through
the crafted and rigorous development of architectural drawing and modelling.
2. To develop and refine craft and expertise in speculative model making and architectural drawing.
3. To investigate, synthesize, and integrate historical and theoretical research into a critical position
on architecture, landscape, site and making.
4. To establish a critical framework in which a student can develop their own design/research
interests, in relation to the stated themes and problems of the Urban Archipelago studio.
5. To articulate above critical position (3 and 4) through drawing and modelling.
6. To demonstrate the development and refinement of the above through iterative making, testing
and prototyping.
7. To impart and improve research, design and critical thinking/making skills, through design studio
work.
8. To develop and refine critical and conceptual spatial responses to the stated themes of the studio

St. Lambert Locks, Montreal
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SCHEDULE
Subject to Change
Friday, March 2:

Madrid Recap / Studio Introduction/Project 1 Issued:
Readings: Curious Methods (Lutsky, Burkholder)
https://placesjournal.org/article/curious-methods/

Monday, March 5

Desk Crits
Forum Lecture: Toshiko Mori: 6pm, National Art Gallery

Wednesday, March 7

Desk Crits

Friday, March 9

Optional Project 2 Site Visit: Montreal – with Andrew Lucia Studio. CCA
Tour + Meeting with McGill Faculty and Montreal Architect V. Belhabadur
for an on-site lecture on the Expo Islands.

Monday, March 12

In-Progress pin-ups (Location TBD)

Wednesday, March 14

Desk Crits

Friday, March 16

Desk Crits: Begin Project 1 Charette

Monday, March 19

Desk Crits / Review Preparation

Wednesday March 21

Project 1: Bodies – Review
Project 2: Adaptive Archipelagos – Begins
Readings: McPhee (Atchafalaya) + Mathur + Da Cunha (Soak: F,P,I, 12.2) + Bonier (Transitional States).

Friday, March 23

Desk Crits (by appointment) +Moses Saunders Dam Tour (TBD)

Monday, March 26

Desk Crits

Wednesday, March 28

Desk Crits

Friday, March 30

Desk Crits (by appointment)

Monday, April 2

In-Progress pin-ups (Location TBD)

Wednesday, April 4

Desk Crits

Friday, April 6

Desk Crits (by appointment)

Monday, April 9

Work Session (Ozayr out of Town)

Wednesday, April 11

Final Production

Friday, April 13

Final Production

Monday, April 16

Final Reviews
Guest Critics: Professor Catherine Bonier, Professor Sean
Burkholder (PennDesign) and Professor Karen Lutsky (University of
Minnesota)
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EVALUATION AND GRADING
- Part 1
35% of Final Grade
6 drawing sheets (5 maps, 1 speculative map) + 1 carefully crafted conceptual model
-

Part 2
50% of Final Grade
Drawing sheets as noted + model

-

Participation + Engagement

15% of Final Grade

Please refer to the Graduate Calendar for details on grading and regulations regarding grades for the
Graduate program. Grades will be assigned as A+ (90-100%), A (85-89%), A- (80-84%), B+ (77-79%), B
(73-76%), B- (70-72%), C+ (67-69%), C (63-66%), C- (60-62%), D+ (57-59%), D (53 56%), D- (50-52%),
F (0-49%) and ABS.
Each grade will be based upon a comparison (1) with other students in the course and/or (2) with
students who have previously taken the course and/or (3) with the Instructor’s expectations relative to the
stated objectives of the course, based on his/her experience and expertise.
______________________________________________________________________
ACADEMIC ACCOMMODATION
You may need special arrangements to meet your academic obligations during the term because of
disability, pregnancy or religious obligations. Please review the above course outline carefully. Should
you require special accommodation, please contact the course instructor during the first two weeks of
classes. In cases where the need for accommodation develops during the term, please contact course
instructor promptly. Reviewing each request and arranging accommodations where necessary takes time:
your cooperation is appreciated. Please make sure to respect the above notification timelines, particularly
for in-class tests, mid-terms and final exams, as well as any change in due dates for assignments. For
more detailed information on the University’s academic accommodation policies students may visit the
Equity Service website. http://carleton.ca/equity/accommodation
ACCESSIBILITY
Students with disabilities requiring academic accommodation in this course must register with the Paul
Menton Centre for Students with Disabilities (PMC) for a formal evaluation of disability related needs.
Documented disabilities could include but are not limited to mobility/physical impairments, specific
Learning Disabilities (LD), psychiatric/psychological disabilities, sensory disabilities, Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), and chronic medical conditions. Registered PMC students are required to
contact the PMC, 613-520-6608, every term to ensure that course instructor receives your Letter of
Accommodation no later than two weeks before the date of first assignment hand-in or in-class test. If you
only require accommodations for your formally scheduled exam(s) in this course, please submit your
request for accommodations to PMC by the deadlines published on the PMC website:
http://www2.carleton.ca/pmc/new-andcurrent-students/dates-and-deadlines/
STUDENT CONDUCT
Please refer to
http://calendar.carleton.ca/grad/gradregulations/administrationoftheregulations/#18 and
http://calendar.carleton.ca/grad/gradregulations/administrationoftheregulations/#19 for specific
information regarding Student Conduct and Academic Integrity standards.
ATTENDANCE
Attendance during noted Studio hours is mandatory and an essential part of a student’s contract with the
School and their instructor. It is a student’s responsibility to be informed of decisions and announcements
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made during these hours. More than 2 unaccounted-for absence from studio meetings, seminars, reviews
and desk critiques, may result in a failing grade whether or not assignments have been completed.
RETENTION OF WORK
The School requires that each student document their term’s work with high resolution scans of manual
drawings, photographs of models, and saved files of work produced digitally. The following will be
required at the end of the semester:
•
•
•

A digital Folder containing jpg files of individual drawings or images (2.5MB/image @ 300 dpi) i.e. a separate JPG of each image on a composite panel or page.
Digital copies (PDFs) of all composite boards.
Digital photographs of models and process work.

All material should be on labelled (with your name) flash-drive “ARCS5106_Last name_2018_Saloojee.”
Please organize the drive with appropriate subfolders as required. This is due on Friday, April 20th, 2018,
to the instructor’s mailbox in the front office. The School reserves the right to use the images for the
following: retrospective exhibitions of work, accreditation, publications and references for pedagogic
purposes. Original work is the property of the students, but the School retains the right to keep work of
merit for up to two years after the date of submission. The School will make every effort to preserve the
work in good condition, and will give authorship credit and take care of its proper use.
STEWARDSHIP
Architecture, urbanism and conservation are about stewardship, awareness, and thoughtful habitation.
Please exercise consideration for the physical and social environment around you while using the studios.
Respect custodial staff and their mandate to clean the building’s public spaces only (and not the studios).
Reduce, recycle, and reuse. Keep waste to a minimum, maintain shared material supplies and respect
the studio space, desks and shared facilities.
SECURITY AND SAFETY
For your health and safety and in keeping with the School’s commitment to environmental stewardship,
the School insists on responsible practices in the studio, including care and safety with tools, materials
and assembly. Use the assembly room as required and needed. Given the nature of our studio, we will
be using the plaster sink extensively. Please make every effort to ensure this area is well maintained,
cleaned and ready for use. We will not the be only students using these spaces and its imperative that
we exercise caution, common sense and fairness.
For additional information, refer to the Carleton Environmental Health and Safety website:
http://www.carleton.ca/ehs/

This syllabus is subject to change.
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